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Mineral Skin

With its technical & aesthetic properties,

Mineral Skin, thin & colourful, is

suitable for your new construction or

renovation projects!

This mineral micro-mortar, composed

among others of natural lime, was

developed 25 years ago to make real

technical progress in the market of

coatings. Waterproof in its mass,

Mineral Skin has evolved towards more

aesthetics & creativity, thanks to the

infinite play of colours & possible

effects.

A sensual material, Mineral Skin follows

all forms & offers a continuous ‘polished

concrete’ look to your sur face .





Colour Collection





Adhesion, flexibility & thinness: Adhering to many
undergrounds Mineral Skin can be used to cover tiles,
MDF & cement without demolition! Its application in thin
layers facilitates the realization of your projects.

Impermeable & hard wearing: Thanks to its unrivalled
resistance to abrasion, Mineral Skin has a very
advantageous lifespan! In addition, this material with
‘polished concrete’ or ‘tadelakt’ aspect is waterproof.

Coating: Applied continuously, Mineral Skin provides a
seamless and infinitely customizable result through its
pigmentable neutral basis.

Characteristics &
Technical Information

Continuous & infinitely customizable

Density NBN EN 1015-10 : 1020 kg/L

VOC Content: <0.002%

Compressive Strength: 32.2 N/mm2

Bending Strength: 9.83 N/mm2

Adhesion: 3.42 N/mm2



Floors & Stairs

With Mineral Skin multi-surface

coating, such as micro cement or

Tadelakt, everything is possible. Open

up your spaces with continuous

surfaces. Renovate your rooms with

taste, thanks to adjustable colours &

incomparable renderings. Overcome

technical constraints & obtain a result

that meets your desires, both inside

and outside.

Wet Rooms

Design the wellness area or bathroom

of your dreams with seamless

showers, tubs, steam rooms &sinks

with a Mineral Skin continuous coating.

Its mineral aspect is pleasant to the

touch & warm to the eye.. Its ‘micro

cement’ finish adds character to your

plumbing fixtures for a modern and

cosy atmosphere.



Walls

With a Mineral Skin multi-surface

coating, give free rein to your

creativity in your construction or

decoration projects with a wide range

of colours & effects (wood, stone,

rust). Your wall surfaces, ceilings &

decorative works will take on the style

of your dreams thanks to five types of

grains & their rendering from rough to

glossy.

.

Furniture

Opt for customised furniture by

making your tables, headboards,

worktops, kitchen or bathroom

counters & vanity units with a Mineral

Skin coating. Shape & structure,

shade, rendering, touch: everything is

possible to make your spaces unique!
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